Learning the Crystallographic Phase Problem
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X-ray diffraction and the phase problem:
X-ray crystallography is the most widespread technique in determination of crystal structures.
Diffraction is a geometric phenomenon where electromagnetic radiation is scattered depending on the distances between objects.
The interference of the scattered waves and resulting diffraction pattern is determined by the phase difference between them.
In order to explicitly calculate the electron density map from the diffraction pattern the phases of the scattered rays must be known.
However, the phase difference cannot be cannot be measured.
This is known as the phase problem.
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Sklearn MLP Regressor:
MLP Regressor is a neural network which implements a
multi-layer perceptron and trains using backpropagation.

3d U-net:
3D U-net is a convolutional neural network,
currently used in segmentation of biological images.
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Prediction

- The predictions show some clustering of higher intensities,
with the highest intensity peak at the origin.
- Origin peak is a constant fraction of the predicted total
electron density for the structure.
- Predicted total electron density is several times greater
(~ x2) than the true total.
- Current method to resolve the phase problem setting all
phases to 0 also produces a peak at the origin.
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- With small training sets, 26-54 structures.
- Predictions all the same octagon based pattern
- Predictions are highly symmetric, rather than
random noise.
- Manually reducing the intensity of the visible octagon shows
some clusters of higher intensity.
- Some clusters seem to be resolving around atomic coordinates.

